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Abstract—A channel with continuous phase modulation and 1bit ADC with oversampling is considered. Due to oversampling,
higher-order modulations yield a higher achievable rate and this
work presents a method to approach this with sophisticated
coding. A tailored bit mapping is proposed where two bits can be
detected reliably at high SNR and only the third bit suffers from
an error floor. With this, a convolutional code is only applied to
the third bit. Our experiments with a turbo receiver show that
the proposed method corresponds to a lower BER in comparison
to the case of conventional channel coding.
Index Terms—Quantization, 1-bit, oversampling, ADC, continuous phase modulation, BCJR, iterative decoding.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The energy consumption of an analog-to-digital converter
(ADC) scales exponentially with its resolution in amplitude.
Hence, in this study the receiver has only sign information
about the received signal. Oversampling with respect to the
temporal duration of a transmit symbol is used to compensate
for the loss in terms of achievable rate. This receive processing
approach is considered in combination with continuous phase
modulation (CPM) as studied before in [1], [2]. CPM signals
are spectral efficient, having smooth phase transitions and constant envelope [3], [4], which allows for energy efficient power
amplifiers. The information is implicitly conveyed in phase
transitions, which makes the use of oversampling promising
in the presence of coarse quantization at the receiver.
The approach presented in [5] shows that the achievable rate
of the strictly bandlimited channel can be lower-bounded by
using an auxiliary channel law. More recently, a lower bound
on the achievable rate for CPM with 1-bit quantization and
oversampling at the receiver is computed in [1], where it is
shown how oversampling increases the achievable rate.
In this study we consider the design and analysis of CPM
schemes with 1-bit quantization and oversampling at the receiver, employing convolutional codes in scenarios with higher
modulation order. For such cases, based on the achievable rates
computed in [1] channel coding is essential for establishing
reliable communications. In this context, our main contribution
is the extension of the discrete system model for CPM signals
received with 1-bit quantization and oversampling, presented
in [1], for a sophisticated coding and decoding scheme. The
proposed channel coding method implies the processing of soft
information using a BCJR algorithm which is part of an iterative decoding strategy. Finally, a sophisticated channel coding

scheme is proposed which exploits the special properties of
the channel with oversampling.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II
the discrete system model is presented, taking into account
the ADC and channel coding with iterative detection and
decoding. In Section II-A, the discrete time description of the
quantized CPM signal is presented. In Section II-B discusses
the soft detection process. The iterative decoding strategy is
described in Section II-C. The proposed methods to enhance
the performance in terms of BER are presented Section III.
Numerical results are shown in Section IV and Section V gives
the conclusions.
Notation: Bold symbols denote vectors, namely oversampling vectors, e.g., y k is a column vector with M entries, where
k indicates the kth symbol in time or rather its corresponding
time interval. Bold capital symbols denote matrizes. Sequences
are denoted with x n = [x1, . . . , xn ]T . Likewise, sequences of
vectors are written as y n = [yT1 , . . . , yTn ]T . A segment of a
k
= [xk−L, . . . , xk ]T .
sequence is denoted as xk−L
II. T HE S YSTEM M ODEL
The system model considered in this study is an extension
of the discrete system model proposed in [1] for CPM with
1-bit quantization and oversampling at the receiver. Fig. 1
illustrates the extension in terms of the additional coding
blocks. The purpose of this extension is to design a system for
reliable communication by considering sophisticated forward
error correction.
On the transmit path, the channel encoder receives information bits and generates an encoded message adding
redundant information. The encoded message is interleaved
to protect the coded information against burst errors. Then,
the interleaved bits are grouped according to the modulation
order and mapped to CPM symbols. After that, a signal is
generated by a CPM modulator and noise is applied.
On the receive path the signal is filtered and quantized
by a 1-bit ADC. The quantized data are then processed by
an iterative detection and decoding scheme. First the binary
samples are processed by a soft detection algorithm. Then
the soft information is converted to bit oriented log-likelihood
ratios, which are deinterleaved subsequently. Finally, the soft
information is given to the channel decoder, which returns
extrinsic soft information to the detection algorithm via an
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Fig. 1: Extended discrete system model, 1-bit quantization, oversampling at the receiver and coding blocks with an iterative decoding strategy

interleaver and a soft mapper. In the sequel the individual
blocks are described in detailed.
A. CPM with 1-Bit Quantization
The CPM signal in the passband with carrier frequency f0
[3] is described by
(r
)
2Es j(2π f0 t+φ(t))
s(t) = Re
e
.
(1)
Ts
The phase term is given by
φ (t) = 2πh

∞
Õ

one symbol interval with duration Ts , lettingh t = τ+kTs , can bei
k
fully described by the state definition s̃k = βk−Lcpm , xk−L
cpm +1
in terms of
ψ(τ + kTs ) =

2π
βk−Lcpm
Pcpm
+ 2πh

Lcpm
Õ−1

(3)

2xk−l − Mcpm + 1 f (τ + lTs )

l=0

+ πh Mcpm − 1
αk f (t − kTs ) + ϕ0 ,

(2)

k=0
K

cpm
is the modulawhere Ts denotes the symbol duration, h = Pcpm
tion index, f (·) is the phase response, ϕ0 is a phase-offset and
αk represents the k th transmit symbol with symbol energy Es .
The parameters Kcpm and Pcpm must be relative prime positive
integers in order to obtain a finite number of phase states.
For an even modulation order Mcpm , the symbol alphabet can
be described by αk ∈ ±1, ±3, . . . , ±(Mcpm − 1) . The phase
response function shapes the phase transition between the
phase states. It fulfills the following condition
(
0, if τ ≤ 0,
f (τ) = 1
if τ > LcpmTs ,
2,

where Lcpm is the depth of the memory in terms of transmit
symbols. The phase response corresponds to the integration
over the frequency pulse g f (·).
Generally, the corresponding phase trellis of (2) is time
variant, which means that the possible phase states are timedependent. Because of that, the number of states can be larger
than Mcpm , e.g., when Mcpm = 2 and h = 12 , there are
at least four trellis states in total and even more depending
on the memory of the channel. In order to avoid the timedependency, a time invariant trellis is constructed by tilting
the phase according to the decomposition approach in [6].
The tilt corresponds to a frequency offset applied to the CPM
signal, i.e., the phase term becomes ψ(t) = φ(t)+2π∆ f t, where
∆ f = h(Mcpm − 1)/2Ts . Taking into account the tilted trellis,
a different symbol notation xk = (αk + Mcpm − 1)/2 can be
considered,
which then corresponds to the symbol alphabet

X = 0, 1, . . . , Mcpm − 1 . The tilted CPM phase ψ(t) within



 τ
+ Lcpm − 1 + ϕ0 ,
Ts

where the absolute phase state βk−Lcpm can be reduced to
k−L
Õcpm ª
©
βk−Lcpm = Kcpm
xl ® mod Pcpm ,
l=0
«
¬

(4)

which is related to the 2π-wrapped accumulated phase contributions of the input symbols that are prior to the CPM memory.
Note that s̃k is the appropriate state description for modeling
one symbol duration of the signal. To model the signal as result
of state transitions, while taking the receive filter into account,
another state description, namely sk will be introduced later.
For the illustrated examples ϕ0 = πh is considered. In the
sequel a discrete time description is considered which implies
that the CPM phase is represented in a vector notation. The
corresponding tilted CPM phase ψ(τ + kTs ) for one symbol
interval, i.e., 0 ≤ τ < Ts , is then discretized into M D
samples, which composes the vector denoted by ψ k (s̃k ) =
[ψ( MTsD (k M D + 1)), ψ( MTsD (k M D + 2)), . . . , ψ(Ts (k + 1))]T ,
where M is the oversampling factor, and D is a higher
resolution multiplier.
The receive filter g(t) has an impulse response of length
Tg . In the discrete model for expressing a subsequence of
(N + 1) oversampling output symbols it is represented in a
matrix form with G, as a M D(N + 1) × M D(Lg + N + 1)
Toepliz matrix, as described in equation (17) in [1], whose first
row is [gT , 0TM D(N +1) ], where gT = [g(LgTs ), g( MTsD (Lg M D −
1)), . . . , g( MTsD )]. A higher sampling grid in the waveform
signal, in the noise generation and in the filtering is adopted
to adequately model the aliasing effect. This receive filtering
yields an increase of memory in the system by Lg symbols,
where (Lg − 1)Ts < Tg ≤ LgTs .

The filtered samples are decimated to the vector z kk−N
according to the oversampling factor M, by multiplication with
the D-fold decimation matrix D, as described in equation (16)
in [1], with dimensions M(N +1)× M D(N +1). Then, the result
z kk−N is 1-bit quantized to the vector y kk−N . These operations
can be represented by the following equations
#!
"r


Es ψ kk− N −L g
k
k
k
+ n k−N −Lg ,
y k−N = Q z k−N = Q D G
e
Ts
where Q(·) denotes the quantization operator. The quantization

of z k is described by yk,m = sgn(Re zk,m )+ jsgn(Im zk,m ),
where m denotes the oversampling index which runs from
1 to M and yk,m ∈ {1 + j, 1 − j, −1 + j, −1 − j}. The vector
n kk−N −Lg contains complex zero-mean white Gaussian noise
samples with variance σn2 = N0 .

integration, how it is done in equation (21) in [1], the algorithm
in [8] can be applied.
Finally the BCJR algorithm provides the probabilities
Paux (sk−1, sk | y n ) which are then used for computing the bit
APPs, with an approach similar to the one presented in [9]
Õ


P bk,i = b| y n =

The MAP decision metric for each bit is given by the
A Posteriori Probability (APP) given the received sequence
y n , which, for the considered system, can be approximately
computed via a BCJR algorithm [7] based on an auxiliary
channel law described in [1] for computing a lower bound
on the achievable rate. Depending on the receive filter, noise
samples are correlated which then implies dependency on
previous channel outputs, such that the channel law has the
form P(y k | y k−1, x n ). In this case the consideration of an
auxiliary channel law W(·) is required, which reads as
k
W(y k | y k−1, x n ) = P(y k | y k−1
k−N , βk−L , xk−L+1 )

=

k
)
P(y kk−N | βk−L, xk−L+1

P(y k−1
| β , x k−1 )
k−N k−L k−L+1

,

(5)

where the dependency on N previous channel outputs is taken
into account with L = Lcpm + Lg + N being the total memory
of the system. With this, the BCJR algorithm relies on an
extended state representation denoted by
(
k
], if L > 1,
[βk−L+1,xk−L+2
(6)
sk =
[βk ],
if L = 1.
Based on the state notation in (6) the probabilities

for the chan
k
nel law can be cast as P y k−N |sk , sk−1 and P y k−1
|s
.
k−1
k−N
The auxiliary channel law probabilities (5) involve a multivariate Gaussian integration in terms of
∫


P y kk−N |sk , sk−1 =
p(z kk−N |sk , sk−1 )d z kk−N , (7)
z kk− N ∈Y kk− N

where z kk−N is a complex Gaussian random vector that
describes the input of
with
a mean vector dehqthe ADC,
i
k
Es ψ k− N −L g
fined by µ x = D G
, and covariance matrix
Ts e
R = σn2 DGG H DT , with D and G as introduced before. The
integration interval is expressed in terms of the quantization
region Ykk−N that belongs to the channel output symbol y kk−N .
After rewriting (7) as a real valued multivariate Gaussian

(8)

∀sk−1,sk ⊇x k
such that
map−1 (x k ,i)=b

where bk,i = map−1 (xk , i) denotes the i th bit (MSB first) of
the k th demapped symbol with i  ∈ 1, 2, . . . , log2 (Mcpm
 ) .
With the values of P bk,i = 0| y n and P bk,i = 1| y n , the
evaluation of the log-likelihood ratios is done as follows
L(bk,i ) = ln

B. Soft Detection

Paux (sk , sk−1 | y n ),



P(bk,i = 0| y n )
P(bk,i = 1| y n )


(9)

The log-likelihood ratio sequence is deinterleaved, according to the permutation adopted. The resultant sequence represents the detected soft information used as input for the
channel decoder as represented in Fig. 1.
C. Channel Coding and Iterative Decoding
For the proposed CPM system, the lower bound on on the
achievable rate presented in [1] serves as the base information
for choosing the code rate for channel coding. The result of
the achievable rate computation in [1] shows that the scenarios
with higher modulation order, e.g., Mcpm = 8 and M = 3,
require channel coding in order to provide communication
with low probability of error, because the achievable rate at
high SNR is significantly lower than the input entropy. With
this, a coding scheme must satisfy the following inequality
R · log2 (Mcpm ) ≤ I Mcpm [bpcu],

(10)

where R denotes the code rate of the channel code and I Mcpm
denotes the achievable rate conditioned on the corresponding
CPM modulation scheme. Note that log2 (Mcpm ) is the maximum entropy rate of the input, which is an upper bound of
the achievable rate.
The extended system in Fig. 1 shows that an interleaver
block is applied. The purpose of it is to reduce the impact
of burst errors that might occur due to the fact that channels
are not memoryless. Those burst of errors are harmfull for the
performance when using convolutional codes. The Interleaver
shuffles the bits, distributing the errors along the block of bits,
improving the performance of the system.
The convolutional codes can also be described by a state machine. From that a trellis structure can be derived, which is the
base description of the code used in the decoding procedure,
which can be implemented using the Viterbi Algorithm (ML
decoder) or using the BCJR (MAP decoder). This work uses
an iterative decoding procedure that consist of the exchange
of soft information between the detector and the channel
decoder. Initially, the state transition probabilities is considered
to be uniformly distributed, i.e., P(sk |sk−1 ) = 1/Mcpm , such
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Fig. 2: BER for bit sub-channels with the Gray mapping, M = 3


exp −bk,i · Lext bk,i

P (sk |sk−1 ) =
1 + exp −Lext bk,i
i=1
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Fig. 3: BER for bit sub-channels with the Advanced mapping, M = 3

assumption is suboptimal, but it is possible take into account
that state transitions can have different probabilities by feeding
back updated extrinsic soft information about the code bits.
This extrinsic information, can be computed during the
channel decoding procedure by means of employing a second
BCJR algorithm. It can then be interleaved and soft mapped
to new values of state transition probabilities P (sk |sk−1 ). This
soft mapping can be described by
log2Ö
(Mcpm )
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where xk is the output symbol from the state transition of sk−1
to sk , [bk,1, . . . , bk,log2 (Mcpm ) ] is the bit sequence which such
symbol is mapped to, and Lext (b) represents the interleaved
soft information fed back by the channel decoder of the bit b.
The probabilities P (sk |sk−1 ) can be used to perform the soft
detection step again by updating the transition probabilities in
the BCJR algorithm. All this procedure is described in [9] as
a turbo equalization technique.
III. P ROPOSED E NHANCEMENTS
In the present study different coding and mapping strategies
are considered and illustrated for the example of Mcpm = 8.
A. Bit Mapping
The established Gray mapping scheme implies well known
benefits for conventional CPM systems. However, in the sequel
it is proposed to modify the Gray coding scheme in order to
enable the exploitation of the properties of the CPM system
with 1-bit quantization and oversampling at the receiver. The
novel mapping scheme, termed advanced mapping, allows for
the separation of the information that can be readily extracted
from the orthants of the symbols and the additional information which is brought by higher-order modulation and the
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Fig. 4: Proposed Coding Scheme for Mcpm = 8

timing of the transitions between the orthants. In this regard,
this study proposes a novel state depending, bit mapping,
which allows to divide the log2 (Mcpm ) = 3 bits into binary
sub-channels where two sub-channels can each yield up to 1
bit per channel use and the third sub-channel yields a lower
achievable rate which depends on the oversampling factor. The
considered mappings are presented in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, which
show BER performance of each bit sub-channel, as well as
the bit allocations for the possible state transitions, given an
"even" or an "odd" initial state, whose parity is defined by the
parity of the absolute phase state described in (4). Note that
the advanced mapping corresponds to a circular shift into the
Gray mapping when the initial state of the transition is "odd".
With this, the uncertainties brought by the coarse quantization
are concentrated into the third bit sub-channel.
B. Subchannel Coding Scheme
The coding scheme which we refer to as the conventional
approach, consists of the system model illustrated in Fig. 1.
Such a scheme uses convolutional codes as forward error correction with no regard towards bit sub-channel performance.
More over Interleavers are used to protect the system against
burst errors and an iterative decoding procedure is applied.
On the other hand, the proposed coding scheme has the same
structure, but takes into account the Advanced mapping to
apply different code rates for the bit sub-channels. For the case
study, no coding is applied to the first two bit sub-channels
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Fig. 6: BER results for a code rate of 7/9.

whereas a strong convolutional code is applied to the third subchannel. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, where in (b) a code rate
of 1/3 is applied to the third sub-channel, which corresponds
to an overall code rate of R = 7/9.

mapping only two, because no further performance gain was
observed by increasing the iterations for the latter. In Fig. 6,
the BER results for the proposed coding scheme are presented.
The conventional coding scheme uses a convolutional code
with rate 7/9, generator polynomial (5 7) and puncturing
pattern 11|01|01|10|10|01|11. In contrast, the proposed coding
scheme uses a convolutional code with rate 1/3 for the third
bit sub-channel as shown in Fig. 4(b).

IV. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
All the computations rely on Mcpm = 8 and modulation
index h = M1cpm . The used frequency pulse is the 1REC [3]. A
suboptimal bandpass filter is considered with
s


1
t − Ts /2
gIF (t) =
rect
· e j2π∆ f (t−Ts /2) ,
(12)
Tg
Tg
where Tg = 21 Ts . The extraction of the soft information is done
based on an auxiliary channel law W(·) with the parameter
N = 0, cf. (5). The SNR is expressed by the ratio between the
transmit power and the noise power in the signal band, which
reads as SNR = Es /(Ts B90% N0 ), where B90% denotes the 90%
power containment bandwidth.
A block of information bits is randomly generated and
forwarded to the encoder according to the discrete system
model described in Fig. 1. In order to modify the code
rate, puncturing is performed using the puncturing patterns
described in Table I. S-Random interleavers are used such that
they are generated for each analyzed block.
Code Rate
1/3
1/2
2/3
3/4

Generator
(5 7 7)
(5 7)
(5 7)
(5 7)

Puncturing Pattern
111
11
11 |01
11 |01 |10

TABLE I: Puncturing patterns for codes with Constraint Length K c c = 3,
generator polynomial in octal form

For the case with modulation order of Mcpm = 8 and
oversampling factor of M = 3, channel coding is applied
according to the extended discrete model shown in Fig. 1. The
BER results are presented in Fig. 5. The Gray and Advanced
mapping is considered for the different code rates summarized
in Table I, which corresponds to codes with constraint length
Kcc = 3. The results confirm that system designs using
Advanced mapping outperform system designs using Gray
mapping in terms of BER. For systems with Gray mapping
three iterations are considered and for systems with Advanced

V. C ONCLUSIONS
Iterative detection and decoding applied to a CPM system
with 1-bit quantization and oversampling at the receiver has
been studied. Different code rates have been considered and
it turns out that channel coding is beneficial in all the cases.
Additional performance gain can be achieved by using the
proposed tailored bit mapping strategy in combination with
a coding scheme that considers different binary sub-channels
separately.
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